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  THE BIG IDEA 

Let’s travel back 5000 years to the dusty realms of ancient Egypt. 

Cruise along the Nile, entering a world of mysteries and curses, 

mummies and kings. Find out about life on the river’s fertile 

banks, discovering Egypt and its fascinating culture. Unravel the 

secrets of ancient tombs. Find out about powerful pharaohs and 

gods! Learn the secrets of the Great Pyramid of Giza, discover 

the curse of the Tutankhamun, and prepare a pharaoh for his 

journey to the afterlife; weigh his heart against a feather to see if 

he will be successful! Open the doorway to ancient Egypt – who 

knows what treasures you will find! 

TRIPS AND EVENTS 

 

• Egyptian Workshop 

• Parents’ Evening  

 

  

In Science we will be finding out about: properties and changes 

of materials. 

• We will compare and group together everyday materials 

on the basis of their properties. 

• We will compare their hardness, solubility, transparency 

and conductivity and response to magnets. 

• We will investigate how some materials dissolve and 

describe how to recover a substance from a solution. 

• We will demonstrate dissolving, sieving and evaporation of 

materials. 

 

In DT we will be finding out about: Egyptian artefacts 

• We will be using traditional techniques to bake Egyptian 

breads. 

• The workshop will also involve creating a giant pyramid 

and shabtis. 

 

In Music we will be finding out about: Classic Ballads 

• This term’s learning will be focused around the song ‘Make 

you feel my love’ by Bob Dylan. 

• We will also make time to find out about some Ancient 

Egyptian techniques and sounds, linked with our topic. 

 

In Humanities we will be finding out about: Ancient Egypt 

• Through our work in History we will be finding out about 

some of the beliefs and practises of a selection of 

pharaohs. 

• In Geography we will locate Egypt and learn how the Nile 

supported civilisation. 

 

In Computing we will be finding out about: Spreadsheets 

• We will be learning to program and use spreadsheets. 

• Children will be learning how to keep themselves safer 

online by looking at online relationships. 

 

In Art we will be finding out about: Gustav Klimt  

• We will study the life of the artist Gustav Klimt and his 

famous work ‘The Tree of Life’. 

• We will create clay pots based on ancient Egypt. 

RELIGIOUS EDUCATION 

 
In RE  our key question will be ‘Why do 

Christians believe that Jesus is the Messiah? 

 

We will discuss key questions such as: What is 

a saviour? What is a prophecy and what did 

the Bible say the Messiah would be like?  

 

We will look at the Gospel of Matthew and 

how Jesus fulfils the prophecies. 

 

RELATIONSHIPS, SEX AND HEALTH 

EDUCATION 

 
This term, with our Jigsaw friend Jez, we will 

be looking at culture and  

bullying.  We will be exploring  

our own culture as well  as  

finding out about others’. 

The children will be finding out  

about different types of bullying 

and what they can do about it. 

 

 P.E. LESSONS 

 

• PE lessons for this term will be on a 

Tuesday morning and Thursday 

afternoon. 

• This term the children will be focusing on 

creating a dance based on the Chinese 

New Year and completing our 

Gymnastics sequence. 

• We will also be practicing invasion 

games.  

 



ENGLISH 

  This term in English we will be looking at a variety of texts 

connected with our topic. We will look at the Egyptian 

Cinderella and compare this with our well know version, 

looking at new words and expressions. We will be learning 

how Ancient Egyptians used proverbs to look into themselves 

and look beyond, and look to include these in our own 

Egyptian Version of The Three little Pharaohs.  The Story of 

Tutankhamun will support our key text: Emma Carroll’s 

‘Secrets of a Sun King.  

 

A discovery from ancient Egypt… A cursed package….The 

untold story from a young Pharaoh. 

 

Using this text we will be writing diary entries, telegrams, 

letters and newspaper reports from the perspectives of the 

characters.  We will also write non-chronological reports 

based burials, tombs and superstitions.   

 

MATHS 

This term, we will be focusing on fractions. We will be comparing and ordering fractions and learning to identify 

equivalent fractions.  We will use mixed numbers and improper fractions and be able to add and subtract fractions 

with denominators that are multiples of the same number.  We will learn to multiply proper fractions and mixed 

numbers by whole numbers and be able to read and write decimal numbers as fractions.   

CALCULATION METHODS 

ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION DIVISION 

Column addition of whole 

numbers and decimal num-

bers 

Column subtraction method 

using exchanging  

 

Short multiplication method 

using carrying 

 

Short division method  

 

CLASS ROUTINES: 

HOMEWORK: 

I have been extremely impressed with the quality of homework that I have seen over the past two terms, it seems the 

children enjoy the creative side from the optional homework grid.  I am looking forward to seeing their efforts this term 

and welcome additional pieces that they are interested in. 

 

Please ensure your child has the opportunity to read daily, reading progress happens rapidly if you take the little and 

often approach.  Spelling and Times Tables are exceptionally important to secure and focus on, please ensure they 

have their spelling words accessible through the week . I really hope we can continue to fill the gaps from Covid and 

grasp spelling patterns.  

COMMUNICATION: 

• As always I am always happy to receive emails to discuss any problems or questions 

(swahnon@sedlescombecep.e-sussex.sch.uk) and will leave weekly updates on Tapestry.  

• Mrs Ashdown will continue teaching Tuesday and alternative Wednesday afternoons, whilst I complete my early 

career teacher training and planning time.  

 


